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State Senator Hugh T. Farley (R, C, I - Schenectady) announced that he and his colleagues in

the New York State Senate passed a bill on May 9th that builds upon existing net metering

laws to allow certain electricity customer-generators to receive credit for off-site energy

production. The legislation (S.3407A) enables small producers to plan for their long-term

energy use and would increase participation in alternative energy investment.

Net energy metering or " metering" encourages small-scale renewable energy systems by

linking utilities and certain customers who generate electricity. Net refers to the difference

between the electricity sold to the customer-generator by the utility and the electricity

purchased by the utility from that customer-generator. In New York State, the net metering

law effectively requires utilities to purchase electricity from customer-generators at the

same retail price sold by the utility, up to the amount of electricity purchased by the

customer-generator. Every twelve months, if the customer-generator has produced

electricity in excess of the electricity purchased, then the utility is required to purchase the

excess.

https://www.nysenate.gov/issues/energy


This bill allows certain electricity customer-generators, whose wind, solar or farm waste

energy generating equipment is not immediately adjacent to the location of their energy use,

to remotely net meter this resource. New York's current net metering law allows customers

to install renewable energy systems connected to a single meter in order to meet their

energy needs. When such systems generate energy that is not used on-site, it is sent out to

the grid to be used by the utility with a credit applied to the meter or customer's account.

In some instances, it is not practical or possible to utilize electricity on the immediate site

where it is produced. In other cases, customers have multiple meters for multiple

buildings/facilities. This bill is particularly helpful to agricultural enterprises, municipalities,

school districts and some businesses as they will be able to better control their energy costs

into the future.

The goal of this legislation is to allow customers the ability to offset the total annual energy

consumption of their collective accounts through the use of renewable energy generated by

their system, but it is not intended to facilitate construction and net metering of facilities

that routinely generate energy in excess of total annual energy consumption by the

customer's accounts.

The bill has been sent to the Assembly.


